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Pixies and angels from plastic Christmas baubles. Decorate with Foam
Clay. Paint polystyrene balls with Plus Color for heads and a cone for
the hat. Give the angels woolly hair and wings. For hanging or
standing; glue a wooden button underneath.

Comment faire

1.
Paint the polystyrene balls skin colour and the
cones red.

2.
Roll small balls of Foam Clay and push them flat
on the baubles.

3.
Paint or push the Foam Clay onto the wooden
buttons which are to be used as feet.

4.
Draw up the faces with a thin pen and red paint.

5.
Take the hanger out of the bauble. Push the
head down onto the collar and take it out again.
Glue the hole before fixing the head.

6.
Glue the hanger onto the hat if you want to hang
the pixie up. Cut thread for hair which will be
glued on with the hat. If you want the pixie to
stand, glue it onto a wooden button.
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7.
When making the angels push the hanger onto
the head to mark the holes, which are then
made with the pointy end of the scissors. Now
you can push down the hanger with a bit of
glue. Part the hair and arrange it down over the
thread. Also pull the flower down over the
thread and glue it securely. If you want the
angel to stand, glue it onto a wooden button
and cut off the thread.

8.
Glue on the wings.

Christmas decorations
Christmas baubles made of plastic have here
become the cutest pixies and angles - for
hanging or as table decorations. The heads are
polystyrene balls painted with Plus Color. The
decorations on the Christmas baubles are
simple blobs of Foam Clay. Add a cone as a
pixie hat - give the angels woolly hair and wings.
If you want the figures to stand, attach a
wooden button underneath the bauble using a
glue gun. See instruction manual on
www.cchobby.
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